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Application of a ‘‘slice’’ proper orthogonal decomposition
to the far field of an axisymmetric turbulent jet
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Instantaneous measurements of the streamwise velocity component were obtained in the far field
region of an axisymmetric turbulent jet at exit Reynolds numbers ranging from 40 000 to 84 700.
The data were taken from 20 to 69 diameters downstream of the jet exit using 138 hot-wires. The
proper orthogonal decomposition was applied to a double Fourier transform in time and azimuthal
direction of the two-point velocity correlation tensor. The first eigenspectrum, which contains more
than 60% of the kinetic energy, has two peaks: A dominant peak at azimuthal mode-2 at near zero
frequency, and a secondary peak at mode-1 at a local Strouhal number (f x/Uc) of approximately 1.
The most striking feature was the general behavior of the eigenspectra: when normalized to reflect
the energy repartition per mode number only, they peaked at mode-2, and were independent of
downstream position in the experiment considered. They were also similar in nature to those
obtained in earlier experiments atx/D56, just past the end of the potential core, but distinctly
different from those closer to the jet exit where mode-0 and higher modes dominated. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1471875#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Earlier experiments on turbulent jets~Crow and
Champagne,1 Brown and Roshko2! made clear that large
structures dominated the physics of the axisymmetric jet.
though no clear mathematical definition of those structure
widely accepted, their presence is not contested~see
Cantwell3 or Hussain4 for a review!.

Most studies on the large-scale structures in the axis
metric turbulent jet concentrated on the potential core reg
in part because of its interest for noise-production, but a
because of the limitations of flow visualization. In th
1980’s, the proper orthogonal decomposition~POD,
Lumley5! was applied to this flow field. Because of the lar
amount of data required and technical limitations, these
forts were confined to a single downstream position (x/D
53) in the near jet mixing layer~see Glauser,6 Glauser and
George7!. More recently, Citriniti and George8 designed a
138-probe array, specifically to resolve the instantaneous
locities in a cross section at a distance of three diame
downstream. The array used very long wires to minimize
spatial aliasing which results from turbulence scales sma
than the separation of the hot-wires. They showed that
first eigenvalue of this ‘‘slice’’ POD was able to account f
66% of the kinetic energy field, and that azimuthal mo
numbers 0 and 6 dominated the dynamics of the flow, c
sistent with the earlier results of Glauser and George.7

Jung9 ~see also Junget al.10! used the same 138-wir
2511070-6631/2002/14(7)/2515/8/$19.00
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probe to investigate the near field region of the jet, from
<x/D<6. He was able to show that the earlier experime
were carried out at sufficiently high Reynolds number
ensure the independence of the resolved scales from it. A
he discovered that the eigenspectra evolved in the jet mix
layer with downstream distance. Specifically, there was a
crease of the axisymmetric mode, and a progressive shi
the secondary peak from mode-6 at 2 to 3 diameters do
stream, to mode-2 by the end of the potential core reg
The energy fraction per mode number above mode-0
lapsed when nondimensionalized with shear layer variab
distance downstream, and exit velocity. A similar POD ev
lution with downstream distance has also been observe
higher Mach numbers in the recent experiments of Ukei
et al.11 using a smaller probe array.

Much more is known analytically about the far field r
gion of the jet due to the simplifications offered by a pro
erly done similarity analysis~see the appendix in Hussei
et al.12! The single point LDA and flying hot-wire measure
ments of Husseinet al.12 and Panchapakesan and Lumley13

among others, have contributed substantially to understa
ing the single point statistics. There is a considerable lack
knowledge, however, about the evolution of the large sc
structures in the far field region. What is known is deriv
mostly from flow visualization and conditional samplin
studies. Mungal and Hollingsworth14 using the exhaus
plume of a TITAN IV rocket fired in the upward directio
observed organized structures at very high Reynolds num
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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2516 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 7, July 2002 Gamard et al.
23108, similar to those observed in laboratory experime
at Reynolds numbers of 104. Dimotakiset al.,15 using laser-
induced fluorescence, investigated the far field of an axis
metric jet up to 160 diameters at low Reynolds numb
~mostly 500–600!, and concluded that the coherent stru
tures’ azimuthal distribution must be dominated by axisy
metric ~mode-0! or helical ~mode-1! modes. Yodaet al.16,17

used planar flow visualizations and measured concentra
fields in a round jet at Reynolds numbers of 1000–50
They observed both axisymmetric and helical modes in
far field of the jet, and concluded that the structures actu
evolve in a pair of counter-rotating spirals, or61 modes.
Tso and Hussain18 using an array of hot-wires studied th
behavior of large-scale structures in the far field of a rou
jet at high Reynolds number, but their measurement app
tus could only account for axisymmetric~mode-0!, helical
(m561), and double-helical (m562) structures.

The bias of previous experiments in looking only f
structures with a very low azimuthal mode number is direc
linked to the earlier analytical studies. In particula
Batchelor and Gill19 and Michalke20–22used a linear stability
analysis of a parallel axisymmetric free shear flow to co
clude that mode-1~helical mode! should dominate the flow
field in the far jet region. For the near jet where a poten
core still exists with a flat region in the velocity profile
mode-0 and 1 could grow together with mode-0 dominati
Unfortunately, experiments designed to find only mode-0
mode-1 usually find only those modes, because of the sp
aliasing of the higher~unresolved! modes into the lower
ones. This problem was discussed in detail in Glauser
George23 and avoided here.

The experiment described herein uses the experime
apparatus of Citriniti and George8 and Jung9 to study the far
field region of the jet from 20<x/D<69. The 138-wire ar-
ray resolves the azimuthal distribution up to 16 mode nu
bers, and removes by spatial and temporal filtering the hig
modes so the energy from them is not aliased into the lo
ones. Of particular interest is how the POD eigenspe
change with downstream distance, and their relation~if any!
with the near jet results.

II. EXPERIMENT AND APPARATUS

The experimental facilities: the turbulent jet apparat
the 138 hot wires probe array with corresponding anemo
eters, and data acquisition system have all been extens
used and are thoroughly described in Citriniti and Geor8

and Jung.9 Only the key features will be repeated here.
The hot-wires array~Fig. 1! was comprised of six con

centric radii of hot wires, with an increasing number of ho
wires per radius~Fig. 2!. Each single long hot-wire, 1 cm
long and made of unplated 12.7mm tungsten wire, was ori-
ented to measure the downstream component of the velo
The length of the wire was chosen to remove the sm
physical scales by spatially low-pass filtering, so as no
alias them~Glauser and George23!. Those scales removed a
of no interest in our study of the large scale behavior of
flow ~see Citriniti and George24 for details!. The data were
sampled at 4 kHz for all configurations, which is higher th
Downloaded 10 Dec 2008 to 129.16.58.117. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the temporal Nyquist criterion, and measurements w
made simultaneously at all 138 positions. Each block h
4096 samples, and a total of 400 blocks of data were ta
per configuration, yielding a variability of less than 5% f
the cross-spectra used in the POD.

Since the probe array size was fixed, jets of two differe
diameters~2.54 and 1 cm, respectively! were used to be able
to measure at different relative positions downstream. T
1/2 radius of the probe was matched withr 1/2 ~the radial
position where the flow velocity has reached half the cen
line amplitude!. Extra positions were added, closer to t
optimized ones or farther away, to check the effect on
eigenvalues of not covering the totality of the cross-secti
Table I summarizes the experimental configurations.

III. POD DECOMPOSITION

Despite having been introduced to the fluid mechan
community more than 30 years ago by Lumley,5 the tech-
nique known as the proper orthogonal decomposition~POD
in short! has been used extensively only very recently in fr
shear flow experiments, starting with the work of Glause6

mainly due to the computer power required to apply it. Si
ply put, when applied to experimental data, the POD can
viewed as a filtering device used to objectively eliminate
low energy motions of the flow that are obscuring the m
energetic features of the flow~George25!.

Mathematically, the proper orthogonal decompositi
projects the random velocityui(xI ,t) into an orthonormal co-
ordinate systemf i(xI ,t) ~Holmeset al.26!. The projection is
optimal in the sense that the first projection captures mos
the energy; or mathematically speaking, the projection of
velocity field into the functionf i(xI ,t) has to have the maxi
mal amplitude. Accordingly, we are interested in the scal

a5
*ui~xI ,t !f i* ~xI ,t !dxI dt

@*f i~xI ,t !f i* ~xI ,t !dxI dt#1/2, ~1!

where the asterisk represents a complex conjugate.
Since the optimization should first be independent of

sign of the velocity and valid in a statistical sense we shou
therefore, maximizea25l and nota only. This is achieved
by solving the integral equation~see Jung9 for details!

FIG. 1. The jet facility.
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. The 138 hot-wire probe array. Each dot repr
sents a single hot-wire.
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E Ri j ~xI ,xI 8,t,t8!f j~xI 8,t8!dxI 8dt85lf i~xI ,t !, ~2!

whereRi j is the two-point velocity correlation tensor

Ri j ~xI ,xI 8,t,t8!5ui~xI ,t !uj* ~xI 8,t8!. ~3!

If the integration is over a finite field, then the solution to E
~2! can be found by the means of the Hilbert–Schm
theory, since the kernel of the equation,Ri j , is Hermitian
symmetric. When dealing with a periodic or stationary
mension, both of which are the case for the axisymmetric
considered here, it is better~Lumley,5 George25,27! to first
Fourier transform the velocity field in those particular dire
tions, then apply the POD to the transformed field. T
results produce then, at each downstream location,x,
for each POD mode,n, an eigenspectrum,l (n)(m, f ),
and eigenfunctions,f i

(n)(r ,m, f ), each functions of mode
number,m, and frequency,f , and the latter also a function o
the radius,r .

The application of the POD to the doubly Fouri
transformed field has the following properties~restricted
here for the sake of compactness to the longitudi
velocity component only, at a given fixed downstrea
position!:
Downloaded 10 Dec 2008 to 129.16.58.117. Redistribution subject to AIP
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~i! There exists not one, but a denumerable set of so
tions to Eq.~2!:

E R11~x,r ,r 8,m, f !f1
(n)* ~x,r 8,m, f !r 8dr8

5l (n)~x,m, f !f1
(n)~x,r ,m, f !, ~n51,2,3 . . .!. ~4!

Note that ther in the integral is the Jacobian for th
cylindrical coordinate system.

~ii ! The eigenfunctions are orthonormal~and therefore
form a basis for this space!

E f1
(p)~x,r,m,f !f1

(q)~x,r,m,f !rdr5dp,q , ~5!

with dp,q being the Kronecker delta function.
~iii ! The velocity field can be expanded in this system

u1~x,r,m,f !5(
n

an~x,m,f !f1
(n)~x,r,m,f !, ~6!

with

an~x,m,f !5Eu1~x,r,m,f !f1
(n)* ~x,r,m,f !rdr. ~7!

~iv! The above coefficients are uncorrelated

anam*5l(n)dn,m. ~8!

~v! The double correlation velocity tensor can be e
pressed into a convergent double series
6 700
TABLE I. Jet parameters.

2.54 cm diam 1 cm diam

x/D 20 21 22 46 54 69

Velocity ~m/s! 40 50 40 50 40 50 60 70 60 70 60 70
Reynolds # 67 700 84 700 67 700 84 700 67 700 84 700 40 000 46 700 40 000 46 700 40 000 4
(U/Uc)min ~%! 8.81 11.64 14.65 10.29 19.88 35.56
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Mean velocities at different
downstream positions:~a! x/D521
(Uo550 m/s), and~b! 46, ~c! 54, ~d!
69 ~last 3 atUo570 m/s).
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R11~x,r ,r 8,m, f !5(
n

l (n)~x,m, f !f1
(n)~x,r ,m, f !

3f1
(n)* ~x,r 8,m, f !. ~9!

~vi! The eigenvalues are ordered and their sum is equa
the kinetic energy

l(1).l(2).l(3)
¯.0, ~10!

E5E
f
E

r
(
m

u1~x,r,m,f !u1* ~x,r,m,f ! rdr df

5(
n

(
m
E

f
l(n)~x,m,f !df. ~11!

The power of the POD can be seen in the last two eq
tions, since the eigenfunctions order the flow in an energ
sense and allow the most energetic features of the flow t
seen directly. As noted by Glauser and George23 and Citriniti
and George,8 only a few eigenvalues are necessary to capt
most of the energy for the jet, so the method is experim
tally viable.

IV. STATISTICAL RESULTS

Before applying the POD, we checked the validity of o
results by studying the mean statistical properties of the m
surements. Contour maps of the velocity were computed
a sample is reproduced in Fig. 3. The profile closest to
Downloaded 10 Dec 2008 to 129.16.58.117. Redistribution subject to AIP
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exit, atx/D521 is clearly axisymmetric, but as the probe
moved farther downstream, it appears to develop a ‘‘dimp
at u.80°, because one probe is obviously slightly misca
brated in the 1 cm jet. The mean flow results are highly s
sitive to proper calibration and drift in the anemometers,
pecially in such a high turbulence intensity flow field.~It is
not a trivial task to maintain 138-wires operating simult
neously.! If this single probe is removed from consideratio
the profiles are axisymmetric to within few percents. As
well-known ~see Husseinet al.12!, hot-wires do not give
highly accurate results for turbulence intensities above 25
In the far field region of the jet, the minimum intensity
28% at the centerline and reaches 100% at the outer ra
position. It is not expected, however, that the modal cont
of the turbulence, which is of primary interest here, will b
significantly affected by these errors.

V. POD RESULTS

The eigenspectra show how the energy is distribu
with azimuthal mode number,m, and frequency,f , at a
given downstream position,x. Therefore they demonstrat
how the main characteristics of the flow evolve. The fi
eigenspectrum contains more than 60% of the flow ene
consistent with results of Citriniti and George8 and Jung
et al.10 for the jet near the source. Note that actually the te
energy here only refers to the downstream component of
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Eigenspectrum function o
azimuthal mode number (m) and fre-
quency (f ) at different positions:~a!
x/D521 (Uo550 m/s), and~b! 46,
~c! 54, ~d! 69 ~last 3 atUo570 m/s).
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kinetic energy, since the apparatus is designed to measur
streamwise component of the instantaneous velocity onl

Contour plots of the eigenspectrum for the first PO
mode are presented in Fig. 4 for several downstream p
tions for fixed upstream conditions. The energy is conc
trated at very low frequencies and in a few mode numb
Interestingly, the shape of the eigenspectra does not ev
with downstream distance. All show a peak in amplitude
Downloaded 10 Dec 2008 to 129.16.58.117. Redistribution subject to AIP
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very low frequency for azimuthal mode-2, and a second
peak at a slightly higher frequency for azimuthal mode
The plots in Fig. 5 show these features more clearly, si
contour figures are presented alongside with thr
dimensional~3D! plots. The latter plots are shown using th
local Strouhal numbers instead of frequency, i.e.,
5 f x/Uc , whereUc is the centerline velocity. The four pic
tures are strikingly similar, all showing a peak for azimuth
f
FIG. 5. Eigenspectrum function o
azimuthal mode number (m) and
Strouhal number (St5 f •x/Uc) at dif-
ferent positions: ~a! x/D521 (Uo
550 m/s), and~b! 46, ~c! 54, ~d! 69
~last 3 atUo570 m/s).
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TABLE II. Relative energy~%! in the azimuthal direction only for the first POD mode.

m
6D

24 m/s

20D 21D 22D 46D 54D 69D

40 m/s 50 m/s 40 m/s 50 m/s 40 m/s 50 m/s 60 m/s 70 m/s 60 m/s 70 m/s 60 m/s 7

0 7.78 11.09 10.40 11.23 10.54 11.38 10.85 10.87 11.26 10.08 10.71 10.01 1
1 11.09 14.29 14.19 14.23 14.05 14.11 14.20 12.24 13.01 11.84 12.41 13.63 1
2 12.15 14.93 14.70 14.82 14.45 14.50 14.77 14.29 14.58 14.98 14.79 15.22 1
3 11.04 8.23 8.50 8.30 8.46 8.26 8.48 7.97 7.81 8.76 8.43 8.97 8.
4 7.74 5.01 5.18 4.97 5.20 5.03 5.10 5.01 4.87 5.30 5.26 5.28 5.
5 4.82 3.18 3.28 3.13 3.29 3.17 3.16 3.30 3.17 3.43 3.29 3.26 3.
6 2.98 1.88 1.94 1.90 1.94 1.92 1.90 2.01 1.90 2.15 2.05 2.05 1.
7 1.92 1.30 1.32 1.29 1.31 1.30 1.30 1.38 1.31 1.45 1.41 1.40 1.
8 1.32 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.92 1.00 0.95 1.06 1.01 1.03 0.
9 0.96 0.69 0.71 0.68 0.71 0.70 0.69 0.77 0.74 0.81 0.77 0.79 0.

10 0.73 0.55 0.56 0.55 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.62 0.60 0.65 0.62 0.65 0.
11 0.58 0.46 0.46 0.45 0.46 0.45 0.45 0.53 0.52 0.55 0.53 0.55 0.
12 0.47 0.32 0.31 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.32 0.39 0.35 0.45 0.41 0.47 0.
13 0.41 0.28 0.27 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.28 0.36 0.32 0.41 0.37 0.43 0.
14 0.38 0.25 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.26 0.33 0.30 0.38 0.35 0.40 0.
15 0.36 0.25 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.26 0.25 0.33 0.29 0.37 0.33 0.39 0.

SUM 64.73 63.63 63.24 63.60 63.06 63.46 63.47 61.41 61.98 62.67 62.72 64.54 6
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mode-2 at near zero Strouhal number, and a secondary
for azimuthal mode-1 and a Strouhal number of arou
1. This near similarity is a reassuring check on the accur
of the measurements, since the eigenspectra must
equilibrium similarity equations~Ewing28!, and can be
shown to collapse when properly normalized~Gamard and
George29!.

It should be noted that the high turbulence intensity
this flow precludes the simple application of Taylor’s froz
field hypothesis to the experimental results. Because of
unsteady convection velocity and the strong mean sh
‘‘frequency’’ cannot be simply interpreted as temporal
spatial, but is a contribution of both~Lumley30!. Or, in other
words, it is not obvious what the proper convection veloc
is without detailed considerations~cf. Wills,31 Zaman, and
Hussain32!.

A key property of the eigenspectra is its ability to sho
how the kinetic energy of the flow is distributed among t
various azimuthal modes@following Eq. ~11!#. The energy

FIG. 6. Relative fraction of energy contained in the first eigenspectrum
function of mode number, far jet cases.
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distribution per azimuthal mode number,m, is given by the
quantity

j (n)~x,m!5
* fl

(n)~x,m, f !d f

(m* fl
(n)~x,m, f !d f

, ~12!

where the denominator is actually the total kinetic energy
the downstream component of the velocity according to
~11!. Data are shown in Table II, and results are plotted
Fig. 6 for the first eigenspectra (n51). It was expected tha
the far field results would not change with downstream d
tance, since they are described by equilibrium similarity. T
minor differences between the profiles are due to the dif
ence in coverage of the cross-section of the flow of the fix
probe array, as explained in Gamard and George.29

Figure 7 compares the present results with the near-fi
result made at the end of the potential core region (x/D
56) by Jung.9 Although the evolution from the mode-
dominance atx/D53 to the mode-2 dominance of the far j
is not quite complete byx/D56, both show the same ke

a
FIG. 7. Relative fraction of energy contained in the first eigenspectrum
function of mode number, comparison between results at the end of
potential core and far jet results.
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feature, namely the dominance of azimuthal mode-2.
Azimuthal mode-1 accounts for 13% on average, a

mode-2 for slightly less than 15%. These results are cont
to commonly accepted results of a dominance of hel
~mode-1! structures. The reason is most likely that earl
experimental apparatus lacked the resolution to mea
more than very few azimuthal modes. Since there was
spatial filtering, the unresolved modes were aliased into
lower ones, thereby distorting the low mode number ene
distribution. Further complicating the flow visualizatio
studies is the fact that it is very difficult to distinguish b
tween mode-1 and mode-2 simply visually. Finally, many
the earlier studies were made at Reynolds numbers well
low those reported here.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Measurements in the far field of an axisymmetric turb
lent jet were taken with a 138 hot-wire probe array. T
experiment covered downstream distances from 20 to 69
ameters, and Reynolds numbers from 40 000 to 84 700.
proper orthogonal decomposition was applied to ‘‘slices’’~or
cross-sections! of the flow. The resulting eigenspectra are
measure of how the energy is partitioned in the flow. Th
show clearly two distinct peaks: One at near zero freque
at azimuthal mode-2, and the other at azimuthal mode-1 f
local Strouhal number (f x/Uc) of approximately 1. When
integrated to remove the frequency dependence, and nor
ized by the kinetic energy of the downstream velocity co
ponent, it was shown that the first eigenspectrum acco
for more than 60% of the energy. The normalized eigensp
tra do not depend on downstream distance in the equilibr
similarity region, and are very close to results obtained e
lier at the end of the potential core region.

The results presented here can be compared to analy
stability results of Batchelor and Gill,19 Michalke.21,22 As
noted by Junget al.,10 the evolution of the near jet is qual
tatively in agreement with these stability results, a surpris
finding in view of the very high Reynolds number of th
fully turbulent flow. It is possible that a nonlinear and/
nonparallel stability analysis might predict the eventu
dominance of mode-2. This could explain the similarity b
tween the profiles taken at different downstream positio
and those recently taken in the wake of an axisymmetric d
by Johanssonet al.,33 or might eventually lead to an expla
nation of sound measurements by Kopievet al.,34 who found
azimuthal mode-2 sound sources past the end of the pote
core.

The results obtained here can be contrasted with pr
ous experimental results, which showed a predominanc
azimuthal mode-1 instead of the predominance of azimu
mode-2 found here. This is likely because experimental
paratus limited the resolution to a maximum of mode
thereby aliasing the higher modes into the lower ones. T
problem was discussed in detail in Glauser and Georg23

and was avoided in the present experiment by the large p
array.

Interestingly, Morriset al.35 developed a model for tur
bulent shear-flows based on instability waves, and predic
Downloaded 10 Dec 2008 to 129.16.58.117. Redistribution subject to AIP
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a peak of the spectrum in the far-field at a local Strou
number of 1, just as we are observing. Our results also b
an interesting resemblance to the theoretical results
Chan.36 Thus there are strong hints that modeling using s
bility ideas for a non-parallel shear layer might succeed
reproducing all the key features observed here.
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